
Holistic Therapies NEWSFLASH

DID YOU
KNOW?

part of belts, wraps, bracelets, plasters, or
mattress pads. They come in different"——^
strengths of gauss and tesla (about 10,000
gauss). A fridge magnet is about 200 gauss,
and therapeutic ones can be up to 10,000
gauss, but are most commonly 400 to 800.

Research suggests that strong magnets can
help rheumatoid arthritis, pain relief and
fibromyalgia, however the studies were
relatively small. Similarly for lower back pain
the research is inconclusive. But studies in
pelvic/menstrual pain, osteoarthritis and
urinary incontinence provide strong
evidence that magnets could be beneficial.

For more info, visit med.nyu.edu

control

Do you feel anxious when things are out of control or
unorganised asks Eve Menezes Cunningham

While I
prefer the term
'control
enthusiast' to

I 'control freak',
when we're feeling happy and
safe, it's much easier to let go,
trust, surrender, go with the
flow and just relax. It's when
we're fearful and afraid that
we can become controlling,
rigid, inflexible and much less
fun to be around.

Our attitudes not only
impact ourselves but our
families and loved ones,
colleagues, and everyone we
share this planet with (and
none of our efforts to control
the world and everyone in it
ever work). You might have

__bearcl-thersaying, 'What we
resist persists.'

People struggling with
OCD can develop rituals and

habits that seem strange from
the outside but are a coping
mechanism to help the

person feel that they do exert
some kind of control over life's
scary surprises. Once they
realise that the imagined
cause and effect are not real,
they can begin to heal. But
telling someone struggling
with OCD to just stop (in
effect, trying to control them)
is unlikely to help.

At the other end of the
spectrum are people who
can't abide plans or any kind
of routine and live in chaos. If
you're closer to that end of
the control spectrum, try
adding some stability to your

life by introducing routines that
\support you.

\And if you'd like to let go
more\think about the times
you've felt happiest, safest,

\

relaxed and secure and the
elements that these times
have in common. Which of
these ingredients can you
bring into your everyday life?

Moving your body with
something like yoga (or
whatever you enjoy) can help
bring more flexibility to not
only your joints and body but
your outlook.

Ask trusted loved ones to
support you in your efforts (in
either direction) in a way that's
compassionate rather than
likely to send you scuttling
back towards your extreme.
Ray with it. And have fun.

Visit feelbettereveryday.co.uk

to sign up for 25% off your

first individual therapy session

(in Witham, Essex or via

telephone/Skype) with Eve

MASSAGE SLIPPERS \
These pretty silk slippers have tiny nodules inside to
massage your feet, while the magnets embedded
into the insoles could help aid pain relief and
improve circulation. The lightweight and non-sir
indoor footwear is available in twelve different
designs. Snuggle into them during a flight or even
the office. £70, holisticsilk.com
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